RÉPERTOIRE INTERNATIONAL DE LITTÉRATURE MUSICALE

Cumulative Index 4

RILM announces its Fourth Cumulative Five-Year Index.

This single volume indexes the 35,000-plus bibliographic entries of RILM volumes 16 through 20 (1982-86). The RILM Cumulative Index saves research time and makes your RILM Abstracts annual volumes more useful by giving complete access to five years of references through one volume.

Besides indexing the RILM Abstracts annual volumes, the Cumulative provides a quick overview of a wide range of subjects--from Aboriginal music, bluegrass, set theory, and semiotics to Weber, Webern, and wedding music--as well as providing a five-year guide to the work of each scholar.

Also available: The new RILM Thesaurus--A standard vocabulary for music research and bibliography. The Thesaurus enables researchers to use the indexes more thoroughly and efficiently--it is indispensable to scholars and students who use RILM on DIALOG or on the CD-ROM version, MUSE.

Order directly, or through your agency.

RILM 33 West 42nd St., New York, NY 10036 212/642-2709; Fax 212/642-2642
Contributors

Allen Edwards, the distinguished American musicologist, is best known in this country for his volume of conversations with Elliott Carter, *Flawed Words and Stubborn Sounds*. His present article is a follow-up to his survey of 'Unpublished Bouleziana at the Paul Sacher Foundation', published in *Tempo* No. 169.

Rodney Lister, born in Alabama, is a Boston-based composer, pianist and teacher.

Laurence Hughes is a composer and freelance broadcaster as well as a writer on music.

Elke Hockings is studying for a PhD at King’s College, London and is writing a dissertation on the music of Helmut Lachenmann.

Ronald Stevenson’s recent compositions include the *Choral Recitative and Psalm 23*, in Scots, for a cappella choir, commissioned by R.L.C. Lorimer, whose father W.L. Lorimer produced the first complete Scots version of the New Testament.

John M Kissler is currently the Assistant to the Vice President of Research at the University of Arizona, where he earned the M.N. and Ph.D in Music Theory.

Kenneth Clog studied music at Napier Polytechnic, Edinburgh and the University of Surrey before completing an M.mus at King’s College, London. He is currently involved in doctoral research on the music of Stravinsky at the University of Exeter.

Gary Brain is a free-lance conductor now based in Paris. His recording of Rossini’s *Petite Messe Solennelle* was recently released by Pickwick Records.

Nicolas Hodges is a composer, writer and pianist working in London. He has recently completed *Do I detect a silver thread between you and this young lady?* for solo viola, and is working on a piece for soprano, oboe d’amore and percussion entitled *Scripture*.

Robin Freeman is a poet and musicologist who lives in Highbury and Rome. He is music director of the Frome International Festival, scheduled to open in October of this year. Current projects include an illustrated book with the painter Colin Rose and an opera *Orpheus: or the Bees* with the Romanian composer Aurel Stroe.
ECM NEW SERIES

New Releases July 1993

Henryk Górecki
"O Domina Nostra"
Erik Satie
Messe des Pauvres
Darius Milhaud
Two Preludes
Gavin Bryars
"The Black River"

Sarah Leonard, soprano
Christopher Bowers-Broadbent, organ

437 956 2 (1 CD)

Meredith Monk
"Atlas" An Opera in Three Parts
Meredith Monk Vocal Ensemble and Orchestra conducted by Wayne Hankin

Includes 48 page colour illustrated booklet
437 773 2 (2 CDs)

Paul Giger
"Schattenwelt"
"Bay"
"Seven Scenes from Labyrinthos"
"Bombay (Good Night)"

Paul Giger, violin

437 776 2 (1 CD)

For a copy of the latest, fully illustrated, ECM New Series catalogue send £1 and your name and address to:
New Note, Unit 2, Orpington Trading Estate
Sevenoaks Way, Saint Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent, BR5 3SR
Telephone: (0689) 877 884 Fax: (0689) 877 891